COMPANY INTRODUCTION
Pro Moto Billet started life as a division of Production Automation Inc. in 1997, when founder Lynn
Hodges felt the need to build a cargo rack for the back of his bike. Between automation jobs,
Lynn spent his time designing the first billet aluminum cargo rack. When it was finished, he loved the
way it looked and functioned so much that he continued to design cargo racks for other models...
and so it began.
The cargo racks’ popularity paved the way for the development of other Off-Road products aimed at
trail riders and racers alike. Shortly after the development of the cargo rack, both the billet aluminum
kickstand and spark arrestor end cap were created.
Early 2004 brought about new demand for motorcycle products, and it was at this point when the
motorcycle division of Production Automation Inc. split off from its parent company to form Pro Moto
Billet Inc. This split involved relocating to a new 25,000 square foot facility, essentially doubling previous
production capacity. In August 2006, Pro Moto Billet acquired Fastway Performance — a company with
a worldwide reputation in the industry. Ultimately, this acquisition lead to branding the product line we
offer today as Fastway by Pro Moto Billet.
Here at Pro Moto Billet, we work hard to offer world class products and customer service that is second
to none. Thank you for allowing us to help take your riding, whether Moto, Off-Road, Adventure or ATV to
the next level — and thank you for supporting Pro Moto Billet, we enjoy what we do and look forward to
serving you for years to come.
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KICKSTANDS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Kickstands are often called
the “Granddaddy of all kickstands.” They have no equal.
Ease of installation, superior strength, long lifespan, and
lightweight design are what make our kickstands the
choice for many Factory ISDE and Pro Enduro riders.
Carefully crafted from 6061 billet aluminum and hard anodized for protection, Fastway
by Pro Moto Billet Kickstands are lightweight, exceptionally durable, and proudly made
in the USA.
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Kickstands work great, fit excellent, and look more like art
than a convenience item; plus, you’ll never have to lean your bike against a tree or rock
again. Ever. Our kickstands are designed to stay up and out of the way. In addition, our
internal spring mechanism is bullet proof, making your stand available only when you
need it.
All Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Kickstands bolt on using existing mounting locations, so
there is no grinding or welding required for installation. They feature high performance
design and are built specifically for many popular bikes.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 6061 Billet Aluminum
• Anodized Black or Clear
• Folds Up & Out of the Way
• Internally Sprung
• Superior Strength

Price: $159.95 - $169.95
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• Direct Bolt On
• Looks & Performs Great
• Mounting Hardware
Included

FOOT PEGS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Foot Pegs are the most adjustable foot pegs on the planet! Our foot pegs
feature our patented height, traction, and camber (tilt) adjustability. We offer four styles of foot pegs:
our 2024 billet aluminum Adventure, AIR Extension (EXT), Evolution (EVO) AIR, as well as the industry
standard stainless steel Evolution (EVO) 3 and (EVO) 4 foot peg. Our Universal Collar System allows you
to mount our foot pegs in stock position or a lowered position on most bikes, simply by reversing the
collar, allowing for a custom fit. This same system also allows you to switch pegs from bike to bike with
a new fit kit.
Our Patented, replaceable traction cleats are amazing! All Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Foot Pegs
ship with 2 sets of F3 threaded cleats (short 10mm, and tall 12mm cleats). Our cleats allow
you to customize the traction level of your foot bed for a variety of terrain conditions, traction
needs, and personal riding styles. We also offer F5 (serrated cleats) and F6 (spiked cleats) for an
additional charge, allowing for even more options for your traction needs and personal preferences.
Do you want better control or more natural squeeze on your bike? That’s easy! Our Patented Camber
(tilt) System allows you to customize the upward angle of your foot pegs, ergonomically complimenting
your riding position. Our foot pegs have no equal in strength, adjustability, performance, quality,
or looks.
US Patent #6,339,972 and US Patent #7,104,356

ALL FASTWAY BY PRO MOTO BILLET FOOT PEGS FEATURE
• Larger Than Stock Platforms for Comfort & Stability
• Replaceable, Interchangeable, & Adjustable Cleats
• Full Adjustability (Height & Camber)

866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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FOOT PEGS...
EVO 4 FOOT PEGS
New to our line-up, our EVO 4 foot pegs; the industry standard
for serious Motocross, Off-Road, and Adventure riders. They’re the
most durable, most affordable, and most adjustable foot peg on
the market. Whether you’re enjoying the trail, ripping across the
desert, or racing on the track, these pegs will not let you down.
The Evolution (EVO) 4’s feature all of our technology and design of
our EVO AIR’s, wrapped up in a stainless steel body making these
pegs nearly indestructible. The EVO 4’s measure 2.25” front to
back by 3.50” wide. All sets ship with 24—10mm length cleats, and
24—12mm length cleats. Our F5 (serrated cleat) and F6 (spiked
cleat) cleats are also available for purchase.

Price: $130.95
(Fitment Kit Sold Separately... $19/$39)
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EVO 4 Standard

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• Our Strongest Foot Peg
• Stainless Steel
• Large Platform
• Very Affordable
• Adjustable

EVO 4 KTM/Husky
(Newer Models)

FOOT PEGS...
EVO AIR FOOT PEGS
The Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Evolution
(EVO) AIR Foot Pegs are aptly named.
Designed and machined at Pro Moto Billet
out of USA made 2024 billet, these pegs are not
only the best looking pegs we’ve ever made, they’re 20.8%
lighter than stock KX450 pegs, and 16.7% lighter than stock
KTM foot pegs. Recently re-designed, they’re now even stronger,
resisting over 10 tons of down force on our destruction press.
The traction surface has also been modified, ensuring the riders’ PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
sole rests entirely on the cleats. Offering 9% more available
• USA MADE
traction than our Evolution 3 Foot Pegs (due to additional cleat
• 2024 Billet Aluminum
on platform) and measuring 2.25” front to back by 3.25” wide
• Anodized Color Options (Black,
means the EVO AIR’s are the perfect balance of size and traction
Clear, Blue, Orange, & Red)
for Motocross, Off-Road, and weekend warriors alike. All sets
• Lightweight
ship with 24—10mm length cleats, and 24—12mm length cleats.
Our F5 (serrated cleat) and F6 (spiked cleat) cleats are also
available for purchase.

Price: $180.95
(Fitment Kit Sold Separately... $19/$39)

EVO 3 FOOT PEGS
These are the industry standard for serious Motocross, Off-Road,
and Adventure riders. They’re the most durable, most affordable,
and most adjustable foot peg on the market. Whether you’re
enjoying the trail, ripping across the desert, or racing on the
track, these pegs will not let you down. The Evolution (EVO) 3’s
feature all of our technology, wrapped up in a stainless steel body
making these pegs nearly indestructible. These pegs are nearly
indestructible. The EVO 3’s measure 2.25” front to back by 3.25”
wide. All sets ship with 24—10mm length cleats, and 24—12mm
length cleats. Our F5 (serrated cleat) and F6 (spiked cleat) cleats
are also available for purchase.

Price: $120.95
(Fitment Kit Sold Separately... $19/$39)
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• Our Strongest Foot Peg
• Stainless Steel
• Large Platform
• Very Affordable
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FOOT PEGS...

AIR EXT FOOT PEGS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Air EXT Foot Pegs, featuring Ankle Saver technology, are the ultimate
choice. Period! These foot pegs give you that next level performance advantage over the competition.
Lean back to utilize the extension and blast through any whoop section or long rutted & bumpy
straightaway with more leverage on the back of the bike. The EXT’s also provide safety and support,
helping to prevent ankle injuries if/when you happen to case a jump.
Our EXT’s are designed and sculpted out of the best 2024 Billet aluminum by Pro Moto Billet elite
engineers and machinists. Next, they’re anodized and laser etched for looks — our EXT’s are NOT some
low quality, run-of-the-mill import. Fastway by Pro Moto Billet EXT Foot Pegs also feature our patented
adjustable height, traction, and camber options. These pegs are designed to shed mud and debris,
without compromising strength. FEA (CAD) analysis, as well as real world destruction tests show that
these pegs are overbuilt, yet weigh only .85 pounds per set.
Put a set of EXT’s on your bike and ride them; you’ll quickly agree that they are the most uniquely
universal foot pegs on the market. All sets ship with 24—10mm length cleats, and 24—12mm length
cleats. Our F5 (serrated cleat) and F6 (spiked cleat) are also available for purchase.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 2024 Billet Aluminum
• Anodized Color Options (Black, Clear,
Blue, Orange, & Red)
• Performance Enhancing
• Incredible Strength
• Ankle Support
• Our Most Aggressive Foot Peg

Price: $255.95
(Fitment Kit Sold Separately... $19)
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FOOT PEGS...
ADVENTURE FOOT PEGS
Plain and simple, these foot pegs are designed for adventure—
boasting a generous measurement of 2.25” front to back by
4.75” wide. Whether you’re ripping a snow bike across the frozen
backcountry, riding an old road bed through a deep forest, or
cruising along a twisty mountain trail, Fastway by Pro Moto PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
Billet’s Adventure Foot Pegs offer a level of comfort and control
• USA MADE
that you’ve never thought possible. We’ve packed all of our foot
• 2024 Billet Aluminum
peg technology into these pegs, and given them the looks to
• Anodized Color Options (Black,
compliment many adventure, off-road, and snow bikes. Every angle
Clear, Blue, Orange, & Red)
has been carefully designed to shed mud and snow. All sets ship
• Our Largest Platform
with 36—10mm length cleats, and 36—12mm length cleats. Our F5
• Designed to Shed Mud & Snow
(serrated) and F6 (spiked) cleats are also available for purchase.
• Perfect for Adventure & Snow
Bikes
Price: $255.95
(Fitment Kit Sold Separately... $19)
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FOOT PEG ACCESSORIES
FIT KIT
Price: $19/$39

REPLACEMENT SPRING SET
Price: $4.95

CLEATS
Upgrade or replace your foot peg cleats with one of
our aggressive cleat sets. Each cleat set can be used
individually or interchangeably with our other cleats, giving
you customized control over your traction needs. Our cleat
sets fit the entire Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Foot Peg line
and each replacement set comes with Loctite for worry free
performance.
22 Quantity (AIR EXT, EVO AIR, EVO 3, EVO 4)
36 Quantity (ADVENTURE, AIR EXT)
F3 (STANDARD)

Price (22 qty): $19.95
Price (36 qty): $24.95
F5 (SERRATED CLEAT)

Price (22 qty): $19.95
Price (36 qty): $24.95
F6 (SPIKED CLEAT)

Price (22 qty): $19.95
Price (36 qty): $24.95
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LINKAGE GUARDS + REPLACEABLE SKID PLATE
Protect your expensive shock and linkage from damage and do it in style with a Fastway by Pro Moto
Billet Linkage Guard. Our linkage guards allow you to customize your rake angle, lower your seat height,
improve steering and cornering, and can also help keep your bike flat through the whoops and rollers.
Our link guards also protect the expensive lower shock, while improving traction. Most models come
equipped with a replaceable skid plate.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 6061 Billet Aluminum
• UHMW Polyethylene Skid Plate
• Four Suspension Adjustments (Stock, .6mm, 1.3mm,
& 2mm Longer)
• Can Lower Seat Height
• Improves Front End Steering & Cornering
• Stiffens the Initial 110mm of Rear Shock Stroke
• Lightweight (Only 6.7 Ounces More Than Stock)
• Anodized or Powder Coated for a Custom Look
• Helps Keep Bike Flat Through Rollers
• Better Over-Obstacle Traction
• Protects Shock Body

Price: $249.95

REPLACEABLE SKID PLATE
Price: $15.95 - $19.95

DOG BONES
Four Suspension Adjustments — Stock, .6mm, 1.3mm, and 2mm longer. Capable of lowering the seat
height 1/2”. Our Dog Bones improve front end steering and cornering, help to keep your bike flat through
the rollers, and can stiffen the initial 110mm of rear shock stroke.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• Made in the USA
• 6061 Billet Aluminum.
• Four Suspension Adjustments
(Stock, .6mm, 1.3mm, & 2mm
longer)
• Can Lower Seat Height
• Anodized Color Options (Black,
Clear, Blue, Orange, & Red)
• Lightweight

Price: $189.95
866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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SPARK ARRESTORS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet’s Spark Arrestors are proudly machined in the USA from 6061 billet
aluminum. Our spark arrestors were designed as an economical way to quickly and easily convert
stock, 4-strokes and some 2-strokes, to United States Forest Service (U.S.F.S.) approved mufflers—
so keep your bike legal and looking great! Do your part in keeping noise levels to a minimum and
riding areas open with our optional silent insert, which reduces the exhaust note by 3-5 decibels,
for a more acceptable noise level.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 6061 Billet Aluminum
• Anodized Black
• Clean Custom Look
• USFS Approved
• Ultra Silent Inserts Also Available
• Removable & Replaceable, Screen Type Spark Arrestor
• Mounting Hardware Included

Price: $119.95 - $259.95

SOME TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION

SPARK ARRESTOR ACCESSORIES
SILENT INSERTS
Our silent inserts are designed to quickly bolt onto our spark
arrestors. The billet aluminum design is held in place by a machine
screw, and are for use with Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Spark
Arrestors only. Do your part in keeping noise levels to a minimum
and riding areas open with our optional silent insert, which reduces
the exhaust note by 3-5 decibels, for a more acceptable noise level.

Price: $46.95

REPLACEMENT SCREENS
Replacement U.S.F.S approved spark arrestor screens for all spark
arrestor end caps.

Price: $14.95
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F.I.T. HAND GUARDS
Fastway Integrated Technology (F.I.T.) Hand Guard System—All Fastway by Pro Moto Billet F.I.T. Hand
Guard Systems are designed for performance, function, fit, and finish. Our hand guard systems perform
the safety features they’re intended to perform and look great doing it. As the name implies, these
systems “fit” the way hand guards should.
F.I.T. Hand Guards mount directly to all 3 versions of our patented top clamps, resulting in the strongest
and cleanest mounting options available. All 3 versions replace the top bar clamps on your bike, giving
your bars a clean and uncluttered look. Our patented mounting system prevents your hand guards
from rotating up or down in the event of a crash. The result? Rock solid protection and great looks, all
proudly made in the USA!
US PATENT #7,644,642

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 6061 Billet Aluminum Arm Bars
• 6061 Billet Aluminum Solid Top Bar Clamp(s)/
Hand Guard Mount
• Patented Mounting Prevents Rolling & Folding
• Custom Bend Provides Safety, Comfort, & Clearance
• 3 Mounting Options, Including Stabilizer Ready
• 7/8” or 1 1/8” Fat bar versions
• Mounting Hardware Included

KITS AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT PLASTIC SHIELDS
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F.I.T. HAND GUARDS...
F.I.T. VERSION 1
The F.I.T. Version 1 is for those who want the strongest and most adjustable hand guard system,
plus a steering stabilizer mount in one package. Version 1 includes our one-piece aluminum top bar
clamp, integrated hand guard mounting tabs, and our unique adjustable center stabilizer plate. This
allows you to mount your Fastway by Pro Moto Billet System 3 or System 5 Steering Stabilizer (works
with Scotts™ and GPR™ as well) to your bike. Cleanly mount your hand guards and steering stabilizer
without compromising fit and finish.

KIT INCLUDES
• Arm Bars
• Top Bar Clamp/Hand Guard Mount
• Adjustable Steering Stabilizer Mounting Plate
• Mounting Hardware Included

Side to Side

Price (with F.I.T. Shields): $179.95
Price (without F.I.T. Shields): $159.90

Front to
Back

HAND GUARD TOP CLAMP
MEASUREMENT GUIDE

Bars also available in black

TIP: TO ENSURE PROPER FIT, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU MEASURE YOUR
HANDLEBAR MOUNT(S) AND/OR CLAMPS PRIOR TO PLACING YOUR ORDER (SEE DIAG.).

866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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F.I.T. HAND GUARDS...
F.I.T. VERSION 2
The F.I.T. Version 2 features our one-piece aluminum top bar clamp and integrated hand guard mount
tabs for a rigid and clean mounting system. Version 2 keeps cables and brake lines from interfering
with your hand guards and helps prevent arm bars from twisting upon impact.

KIT INCLUDES
• Arm Bars
• Top Bar Clamp/Hand Guard Mount
• Mounting Hardware Included

Price (with F.I.T. Shields): $144.95
Price (without F.I.T. Shields): $129.90

Bars also available in black

F.I.T. VERSION 3
The F.I.T. Version 3 is an affordable, semi-universal two-piece design you can take with you when you
buy your next ride. The Version 3 is similar to our Version 1 and 2 with the exception of using individual
left and right top bar clamps, allowing this version to fit almost any motorcycle or ATV with 7/8” or
1 1/8” bars.
The Version 3 uses our integrated hand guard mount tabs for a rigid and clean mounting system,
keeping cables and brake lines from interfering with your hand guards, while helping prevent arm bars
from twisting upon impact.

KIT INCLUDES

Price (with F.I.T. Shields): $129.95
Price (without F.I.T. Shields): $109.90

Bars also available in black
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• Arm Bars
• Top Bar Clamp/Hand Guard Mount
• Mounting Hardware Included

F.I.T. HAND GUARD ACCESSORIES
THREADED BAR INSERTS
Our threaded bar inserts are sold with or without a tap. Screw
these CNC Machined inserts into your bar ends and prepare to
have the strongest hand guard system available.
Price (with Tap): $24.95
Price (without Tap): $19.95

BAR REPLACEMENTS
Price (Right Side or Left Side): $27.95

F.I.T. SHIELDS
Price (Plastics with Graphics): $21.95

NEW!

ALL-WEATHER SHIELDS
Price: $39.95

VISIT PROMOTOBILLET.COM FOR HAND GUARD COLOR OPTIONS

FLAK SHIELDS
Durable plastic shields, combined with nearly indestructible
Nylon MD and Billet Alluminum, universal and reversible mounting
brackets—keep your knuckles protected from whatever the ride
throws at them.

KIT INCLUDES
• Flak Shields
• Nylon MD and Billet Aluminum Mounting Brackets
• Mounting Hardware Included

NEW!

FLO COLOR FLAK’S
Price: $49.95

Price: $49.95

REPLACEMENT MOUNTS
Price : $29.95

866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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STEERING STABILIZERS
Greatly improve the handling of your ATV, Motocross, Off-Road, or Adventure motorcycle with a USA
made, Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Steering Stabilizer-the most adjustable stabilizer on the market.
It’s all about dialed in preference and control. Reduce fatigue, head-shake, high-speed shimmy, and
enjoy the ride.
Our System 3 and System 5 steering stabilizers will help stabilize the front end of your ATV, Motocross,
Off-Road, or Adventure motorcycle-allowing the entire suspension to do its job. Who doesn’t want to
experience increased control, quicker lap times, and better handling?

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• Reliable
• Improved Stability
• Improved Handling
• Superior Adjustability
• Low Speed Damping Circuit
• High Speed Damping Circuit
• Return to Center Damping Circuit
• Cornering Angle Adjustment (System 5)
• Corner Damping Level (System 5)
• Hard Anodized Billet Housing
• On-the-fly Adjustments (High- and Low-Speed)
• Operating Instructions Included

TIP: ABOVE-BAR AND UNDER-BAR MOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR MOST MODELS
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STEERING STABILIZERS...
SYSTEM 3 FEATURES
• 3 Independent Circuits
• Low Speed (Red Knob/No Tools)
• High Speed (Dark Grey Knob/
No Tools)
• Return to Center

Fastway by Pro Moto Billet’s System 3 Steering Stabilizers
feature the three basic adjustments most riders need, in one
simple-to-adjust package. Our System 3 Stabilizer features low
speed, high speed, and return to center damping adjustments.

Price: $375
(Mounting Kits Sold Separately)

SYSTEM 5 FEATURES
• 5 Independent Circuits
• Low Speed (Red Knob/No Tools)
• High Speed (Dark Grey Knob/
No Tools)
• Return to Center
• Cornering Angle
• Corner Damping

Fastway by Pro Moto Billet’s System 5 Steering Stabilizers
easily outperform all other brands. It is the only stabilizer on
the market that gives riders the freedom of five, easy-to-adjust
circuits. These five circuits help you fine-tune the steering on
your bike or ATV—adjusting your ride to your riding style, or to the
terrain ahead. What’s more? The low and high speed circuits are
adjustable on-the-fly (no tools needed). Our stabilizers reduce
impact over choppy terrain, control high-speed head shake, and
reduce arm pump and rider fatigue.

Price: $460
(Mounting Kits Sold Separately)

866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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STEERING STABILIZERS MOUNT KITS
OVER-BAR MOUNT KIT
Our steering stabilizer mount kit allows you to mount one of our
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Steering Stabilizer on your ride with
ease (also works for Scotts™ and GPR™). Our adjustable mount
plate allows for custom forward to back positioning of your
stabilizer.

KIT INCLUDES
• Mounting Hardware

Price: Starts at $179
(Stabilizer Sold Separately)

UNDER-BAR MOUNT KIT
Mounting a Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Steering Stabilizer under
the handlebars is a popular choice for many riders. This installation
style has many advantages. Under-Bar mounting raises your
handlebars up to 1.25”, which is great for riders who need extra
height. This mounting option also looks very clean and allows
room to mount other equipment, such as a GPS unit.

KIT INCLUDES
• Mounting Hardware

Price: Starts at $141
(Stabilizer Sold Separately)

ATV MOUNT KIT
Durable materials combined with our state-of-the-art engineering
result in the ultimate mount for your Fastway by Pro Moto Billet
Steering Stabilizer

KIT INCLUDES
• Mounting Hardware

Price: Starts at $200
(Stabilizer Sold Separately)

TIP: PLEASE HAVE HANDLEBAR MOUNT(S) AND/OR CLAMP DIMENSIONS
PRIOR TO PLACING YOUR ORDER (SEE DIAG., pg 15.).
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CARGO RACKS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Cargo Racks are machined to our world
class standards at our headquarters in Idaho, USA! Our cargo racks
are a work of art; not only are they functional, they look fantastic!
We spend hours meticulously designing each cargo rack to be
ultra strong, easy to install, and to fit perfectly on your specific
motorcycle.
Each cargo rack is CNC machined from a half-inch thick plate of
6061 Billet Aluminum. The rack is then anodized for durability,
which offers protection from the elements. We only use stainless
steel fasteners, ensuring our cargo racks and hardware provide
you with years of worry free performance.
What’s more? Most Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Cargo Racks require
no major modifications to mount. With over 30 racks and available
accessories like our chainsaw carrier, you KNOW Fastway by Pro
Moto Billet Cargo Racks are the best choice for your next adventure!

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA Made
• 6061 Billet Aluminum
• Over 30 Racks Available
• Preferred by U.S.F.S. Forest Rangers
• Off-Road & Adventure Bike Ready
• Anodized Black or Clear
• Mounting Hardware Included

Price: $149.95 - $259.95

866.466.4762 | PROMOTOBILLET.COM
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CARGO RACK ACCESSORIES
CHAINSAW CARRIER
Forget about stuffing your chainsaw into your backpack — Fastway by
Pro Moto Billet Chainsaw Carriers bolt quickly to our racks, creating
a stable and secure mount for your chainsaw. Our chainsaw carriers
come with a durable rubber pad, mounting plate, hardware, and an
orange scabbard suitable for bars up to 18” in length. Carry your saw
the safe way... with a Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Chainsaw Carrier.
Mounting hardware and installation instructions are included with
your purchase.

Price: $64.95

TURN SIGNAL MOUNTS
Are you a dual sport enthusiast? Our turn signal mounts allow you
to mount your turn signals directly to our cargo rack side brackets.
Use an existing hole, featured in many of our side brackets, or simply
mark and drill a new hole in the location of your choice.

Price (Sold in pairs): $15.95

CARGO STRAPS
Cargo straps work better than bungee cords for securing items to
your Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Cargo Rack because they will not
stretch or allow your cargo to move. Each strap is made from oneinch wide polypropylene webbing, rated at 750lb work load; these
straps are strong and UV resistant. The rust-proof, zinc-coated cam
buckle is box stitched to the webbing with polyester thread that
is also UV resistant, as well as heat and mildew resistant. These
straps are available in black. Purchase yours today!

Price: $5.95
Price (Qty 4): $20

WOLFMAN TOOL BAG
Mount and remove your Wolfman tool bag from your Fastway by
Pro Moto Billet Cargo Rack with ease. Bring your tools, a camera, a
snack or whatever you need for your next adventure. Bag measures
roughly 9” long by 6.25” wide by 4.5” deep.

Price: $49.95
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DISC GUARDS
Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Disc Guards are a must have for anyone riding Off-Road. If you value your
rear brake rotor, then this is the product for you! Our disc guards help deflect rocks and other debris
from damaging the rear disc rotor. Our open design allows for optimal brake cooling and helps prevent
mud packing.
Each Fastway by Pro Moto Billet Disc Guard is machined from 6061 billet aluminum and anodized for
durability and protection from the elements. Some models include integrated wheel spacer/mount tabs
for added strength.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• USA MADE
• 6061 Billet Aluminum
• Anodized Black
• Promotes Brake Cooling
• Prevents Mud Packing
• Mounting Hardware Included

Price: $99.95
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